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The system for handling of radioactive waste from the Nuclear Fuel Cycle in Sweden is well
established and has been in use for many years. Radioactive waste from other sources is not always,
due to historical reasons, handled as rigorously. The Swedish Radiation Protection Institute, SSI has
identified the issue and therefore initiated a study with the aim to achieve a sufficient system for
handling and disposal of radioactive waste from all sources of radioactive waste. In this paper we
discuss some of the sources of radioactive waste and the specific problems they represent. We give a
brief description on how they are regulated and handled today and identify some interesting issues.

CONVENTIONAL INDUSTRY, HOSPITALS, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

In the conventional industry the use of different types of radioactive sources is common. The size and
type of radioactive source depends on the application (from some megaBq up to thousands of terraBq).
The radioactive waste from hospitals, research institutions and pharmaceutical or bio-technical
industries consists mainly of very short-lived radionuclides. Also most sealed sources used in the
medical field contains short-lived radionuclides.

According to the Swedish Radiation Protection Act a licence is needed for the use of sealed sources
exceeding 50 kiloBq. For hospitals and research institutes the SSI issues one license covering all
radioactive sources below 500 megaBq up to a summary limit depending on the application. All
sources with activity exceeding 500 megaBq require a separate license. SSI has issued about 2500
licences. For each licence an annual fee is paid to the SSI. When the radioactive source has fulfilled its
purpose the licensee is obliged to inform the SSI that the source is no longer in use and show a
certificate from the recognised waste facility. Not until this has been done the licensee is released from
its responsibilities.

SSI has issued regulations on Radioactive Waste Not Associated with Nuclear Energy. These
regulations enable the free release of small amounts of radioactive waste either to the municipal
sewage system or for delivering to a municipal dumpsite.

Identified issues

• It is not possible for the SSI to conduct more than a limited number of inspections. SSI relies on
the licensee to inform the SSI when the source is no longer in use. An incitement for this is the
annual fee mentioned above.

• Sources with activity below 500 megaBq from facilities with a summary licence are not accounted
for separately and can therefore be difficult to control.

• The only radioactive waste facility (recognised waste facility) with the capacity and the
authorisation for taking care of disused radioactive sources and other forms of radioactive waste
from Non-Power applications is Studsvik AB.
- The future costs for final disposal of this waste is unclear because of the lack of final

repository. Studsvik has to make sure that future costs are covered by the fee they charges
for taking care of radioactive waste.
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- As the only recognised waste facility Studsvik can freely set the fee for taking care of
radioactive waste. If the fee is set too high there's a risk that waste from some unserious
license-holder will be 'lost' or kept in storage.

— Studsvik has no formal responsibility for taking care of used radioactive sources. It's not
unrealistic that Studsvik in the future decides not to accept a specific waste-form.

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

Approximately there are 10 millions fireguards containing about 40 kBq Am-241 in Sweden. The
average lifetime of the fireguards is 10 years and implicates that about one million fireguards are
disposed of each year.

SSI has issued regulations stating that private persons are allowed to occasionally throw a fireguard on
municipal dump-sites. Companies are allowed to throw up to five fireguards each month.

Identified issues
An assumption for the regulations was that the fireguards were not disposed at the same time nor at the
same place. A dilution was anticipated. Another assumption was the amount of fireguards in use.
Reality is now changing and the former assumptions may not be valid in a near future:

• Insurance companies are encouraging households in larger cities to procure fireguards.
• New environmental regulations will be issued for the handling of waste containing electrical

components such as fireguards. In the future fireguards have to be collected and disassembled,
with resulting concentration of activity and doses to personal.

• A new kind of fireguards not using radioactive sources has been introduced on the market This
brings forward the question of justification in the means of ICRP.

TECHNICAL ENHANCED NATURAL OCCURRING RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

As a consequence of the discovering of radioactivity in metal food containers the steel industry has
decided not to accept any material containing radioactive nuclides. They are therefore monitoring all
scrap metal at arrival to the melting facility. This has lead to the rise of a new category of radioactive
waste. The melting facilities will not only detect orphan sealed sources, but also material containing
natural occurring radionuclides enriched as a result of different processes. The owner of the material is
normally unaware of the enrichment. Scrap metal not accepted by the steel industry is now stored at
the melting facilities or returned.

Identified issues

• The volumes of slightly contaminated scrap metal will increase. Is this material waste or resource?

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

Sweden has a qualified and well-functioning system for handling of radioactive waste from the nuclear
fuel cycle. This gives us the best prerequisites for establishing a system for handling of all radioactive
waste. What is left is to

— further investigate the origins of radioactive waste,
— classify the different waste streams,
— investigate the demands on waste treatment and final disposal and above all,
— encourage the necessary political decisions.
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